Comparison of measured and predicted specific optical rotation in gas and solution phases: A test for the polarizable continuum model of solvation.
A comparative theoretical and experimental study of dispersive optical activity is presented for a set of small, rigid organic molecules in gas and solution phases. Target species were chosen to facilitate wavelength-resolved measurements of specific rotation in rarefied vapors and in organic solvents having different polarities, while avoiding complications due to conformational flexibility. Calculations were performed with two density functionals (B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP) and with the coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) ansatz, and solvent effects were included through use of the polarizable continuum model (PCM). Across the various theoretical methods surveyed, CCSD with the modified velocity gauge provided the best overall performance for both isolated and solvated conditions. Zero-point vibrational corrections to equilibrium calculations of chiroptical response tended to improve agreement with gas-phase experiments, but the quality of performance realized for solutions varied markedly. Direct comparison of measured and predicted specific-rotation suggests that PCM, in general, is not able to reproduce attendant solvent shifts (neither between gas and solution phases nor among solvents) and fares better in estimating actual medium-dependent values of this property (although the error is rather system dependent). Thus, more elaborate solvation models seem necessary for a proper theoretical description of solvation in dispersive optical activity.